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Behind every successful leader is a vibrant culture that engages and energizes employees. In 

almost every case, that culture has been defined, shaped and personified by the leader. Business 

schools spend a lot of time training students to become leaders, teaching skills and increasing 

knowledge aimed at turning smart, young people into effective leaders. Company training 

programs pick up where the schools leave off. Consider, for example, programs on workplace 

diversity, with their emphasis on communication and team building. A critical component of 

team building is culture, because if teams are to work effectively all employees must understand 

and embrace the culture of the particular group and business. There's no doubt that today, a 

leader's success depends on how he or she moulds and develops that culture.
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haping a culture is a formidable performance.Stask, since many of the valuable In recent Logistics Executive Group qualities a leader might have are never Newsletters, we have highlighted the taught in a classroom. They can be 
significance of Employee Commitment learned, but only from life experiences in Business Success and the May and shared experiences. Emotional Newsletter from Niamh Ní Bhéara, our maturity, authenticity, and a strong London based MD for UK & Ireland, character are all essential if leadership highlighted the value of Executive in a culture-driven company is to be 
Performance Coaching in developing effective. There's no better example of leadership excellence and enhanced defining cultural leadership than organisational performance.looking at some of the world's most 

success sports teams where culture and This month, we share some insights 
team work largely dictates the ultimate from the best book on Leadership had 

Learning from the World's most Successful Sports Team
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we've had the pleasure of reading, quotes, and irrefutable wisdom. remarkable organisation teach us 
the recently published “Legacy” - Note the book is called 'Legacy' about leadership
What the All Blacks can teach us rather than any variation of Central to success is the concept about Business and Life, by James 'Winning' or 'Champions'. This that 'Better people make better All Kerr. Kevin Roberts, CEO really highlights the key theme of Blacks (and organisations) ' and Worldwide, Saatchi & Saatchi says the book. The All Blacks have that successful leaders balance 'If you read only one leadership always worked to create a long- pride with humility, absolute pride book in your life, make it this one. term successful cultural legacy. in performance, total humility Brilliant!” before the magnitude of the task. 

The book discovers that the 
challenge is to always improve, to 
always get better, even when you For the uninitiated, the All Blacks Central to All Black competitive 
are the best, especially when you are New Zealand's National advantage is the ability to manage 
are the best.Rugby team, the world's most their culture and central narrative 

successful sports team over the last by attaching the players' personal The book highlights how in 2004 
100 years with a win-rate of 75 meanings to a higher purpose. It is the All Blacks set out to identify 
per cent (86% in the modern the identity of the of the team that the 'core story' of the team and 
professional era) a phenomenal matters – not so much what the aligned everything around this 
achievement matched by no other All Blacks do, but who they are, central organising narrative. "The 
elite team, in any sporting code. what they stand for, and why they success was being really good at 

exist. that" says the Coach at that time.Legacy is a unique, inspiring easy 
to read handbook for leaders in all The principle of 'Competitive Following their arguably 
fields that talk to the issue of Advantage' was being extensively premature exit at the 2003 World 
success – sustained success, and researched / developed in the late Cup, the All Blacks worked with 
how culture delivers competitive 1980s early 90s when I completed forensic psychiatrist Ceri Evans to 
advantage. my MBA. Harvard's Michael understand how the brain works 

Porter was a pre-eminent thought under pressure. They wanted to While some books on leadership leader of the time with his 'Value overcome their habit of choking and culture can be dense reads you Chain' modelling. I have to admit (at World Cup Events). 'Red feel forced to slug through, James Kerr's observations are a Head' is an unresourceful state in 'Legacy' is compelling reading. We much lighter more enjoyable which you are off task, panicked give a copy to every executive we treatment of the subject matter.  and ineffective. 'Blue Head', on coach as part of our Executive 
the other hand, is an optimal state Performance Coaching program, The book explores factual proven 
in which you are on task and every coaching counterpart from determinants of organisation 
performing to your best ability.throughout APAC, India, The success, how to achieve world-

Middle East and Europe, most class standards, day after day, week The All Blacks use triggers to 
read it within a week and all have after week, year after year, how do switch from Red to Blue. The 
found it a great asset.  The book you handle pressure and examine current Captain stamps his feet, 
delivers 15 powerful and practical show individuals and literally grounding himself, while 
lessons for leadership and business organisations train / coach to win the Vice Captain stares at the 

at the highest level. farthest point of the stadium, 'Legacy' combines anecdotes from 
searching for the bigger picture. those directly involved in the All Kerr proposes that being the best 
Using these triggers, the players Blacks' success, to quotes and in the world is about more than 
aim to achieve clarity and stories from some of the most just technique, that rugby like 
accuracy, so they can perform successful coaches and people business and life, is a game 
under pressure.involved in sport. The pages are coached and played primarily in 

packed with insights, candid the mind and asks what can this 'Legacy 'cites American football 

It is the identity of the of the team that matters
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coach Bill Walsh, who also And from these qualities comes and it is this culture – the glue 
considered himself a teacher first leadership." that holds it all together – and 
and a leader second.  Between that has delivered extraordinary "The challenge of every team is to 1979 and 1989, Walsh coached competitive advantage for more build up a feeling of oneness, of the San than a century. dependence on one another," said Francisco Vince Lombardi. "Because the The All Blacks most successful 49ers from question is usually not how well coach to date Graham Henry is an each person performs, but how quoted “I think all of those underperfor well they work together."" environments, whether it's a ming bunch business environment or sporting of also-rans into one of the great The book sites Lombardi put environment, are about dynasties in gridiron history by humility at the core of their developing people. So, if you employing a similar philosophy. teaching. The All Blacks put a develop your people, your He believed that, "You get similar emphasis on their business is going to be more nowhere without character. fundamental and foundational successful. It's just a matter of Character is essential to values, going so far as to select creating an environment where individuals and their cumulative character over talent. The players that becomes a happening every character is the backbone of your are taught never to get to big to day”winning team.""Create the do the small things that need to 
highest possible operating be done. "Exceptional results A final quote from the book “In 
standards, develop the character demand exceptional business it can often be difficult to 
of your players, develop the circumstances," says Al Black prove that brand - the vision, 
culture of your team and, as the Coach Wayne Smith. These values, purpose and common 
title of Walsh's book proclaims, conditions help to shape the language of an organisation - 
The Score Takes Care of culture and therefore the ethos – deliver measurable results. But the 
Itself.""Walsh knew," Stuart the character of the team. Healing All Blacks know - and the 
Lancaster, the current England begins at the level of interpersonal scoreboard shows - that the 'soft 
rugby coach, told rugby writer communication, enabling an stuff – Culture - delivers the hard 
Mark Reason, “that if you interrogative, highly facilitated stuff.
established a culture higher than learning environment in which no 
that of your opposition, you one has all the answers. Each 
would win. So rather than individual is invited to contribute 
obsessing about the results, you solutions to the challenges being 

focus on the team." posed. This is a key component of 
building sustainable competitive  According to another advantage through cultural famous American Football cohesion. It leads to innovation, 

Coach Vince Lombardi, increased self-knowledge and “only by knowing yourself 
greater character."can you become an 

effective leader" For him it Legendary American Basketball 
all begins with self- coach John Wooden says 
knowledge, with the great “winning takes talent - to repeat it 

'I Am'; a fundamental takes character.'"
understanding and appreciation of James Kerr's observations of his our own personal values. It was on time embedded with the All this foundation that he built his Blacks uncovered that remarkable teams and his success. From self-

success on the field begins with a knowledge, Lombardi believed we 
very particular culture off the field develop character and integrity. 

James Kerr is a London based 
marketing executive and member of 
one of New Zealand's most 
commercially successful families. 
Our COO Darryl Judd is a relative 
one NZ's most famous All Blacks, 
Sir John Kirwan -mentioned in the 
book and one of the founders of 
modern All Black culture. None of 
which is surprising given NZ is a 
small country of 4 million (over a 
million of us live offshore) - we all 
know each other by first name…..

Kim Winter is the Global CEO of 
Logistics Executive Group, an ex-
professional rugby (USA) player and 
a qualified Executive Performance 
Coach. 
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